• The purchase order must be sent by email to our Customer Service: satmappc@satma.fr

• The ordering unit is the square meter (m²)

• The minimum ordering quantity is one standard size roll, the length of which depends on the gauge of the foil as shown in section “Dimensions of rolls”

• When placing your order, please take the standard length of rolls into consideration.

• The purchase order is confirmed by SATMA PPC in writing by email with acknowledgement of order including the week of lead time.

• Informations required to process orders are: date of order, purchase order number, foil type and forming voltage, quantity and expected delivery date.

• If you are using internal code numbers, we can collect them in our system and print them on documents.

• The forming voltage depends on the working voltage, the rated temperature, the capacitor electrolyte, the lifetime and the final application. It must be determined by the customer depending on the combination of these parameters.